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ABSTRACT
“And what if thou withdraw in silence from the living, and no friend take note of
thou departure? All that breathe will share thy destiny.”
Thanatopsis, William Cullen Bryant
My paintings represent the voice of silenced negative human emotion. The works
are expressions of negativity, despondency, confusion, anxiety, subjugation, and the loss
of identity. They are examples of internal reactions to external tension. Each piece
presents a fragile state of vulnerability and the act of fighting against or succumbing to
the overwhelming distress. Together, they represent our human psyche and physical
tolerance to the many degrees of agony.
The forceful application of graphite and charcoal suffocates the subjects; in
addition, they are the subjects’ responses to the stifling, imposing forces. They define
certain parts of the figures while also heightening the inner tempest within the human
forms of each work. The uneven, seemingly haphazard size and shape of each work on
paper is a direct result of the immediacy of the process and acts as the stressed and
tattered forms within each work. Through the process of creating the image, tears and rips
developed on the surface, which intensify the individual strains upon each figure. The
sheer size of the paintings on canvas magnifies the severity of each subject’s situation
and response. Raw emotion and the subsequent intensity and energy that are manifested
form the muted resistance that constitutes the body of work.
My paintings are heavy, dark, and psychologically intense. Angst and brutality are
pervasive in them. They depict the depths and disappointments of existence and the
potential for defiant aggression. I am embracing the ferocity and hostility of life and the
violent reactions that lie dormant.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
“The fiery aspects of thought and feeling that initially compel the artistic voyage—fierce
energy, high mood, and quick intelligence; a sense of the visionary and the grand; a
restless and feverish temperament---commonly carry with them the capacity for vastly
darker moods, grimmer energies, and occasionally, bouts of ‘madness’” (Jamison 2).
Laypeople desire, fear, and often ridicule those very emotions that make the
creative people who they are. They possess traits that are undesirable at best. They are
dangerous or volatile at worst. Artists display these characteristics through their
personality or through their artwork, often both. Artists react to their environment and to
what affects them. Are they the only ones sensitive to the tumultuous nature of life? Are
they just able to internalize it and work through distressful times through their art? The
human condition dictates that these traits and susceptibility to life’s many harrowing
episodes are manifested openly or lie dormant within everyone. How do the silent, nonvisual people cope? How does the artist in a contemporary setting exhibit the emotions
and present them? Muted Resistance investigates the ever-present negativity of human
existence and manifests it’s existence to the public.
Emotional states, reactions, and the fragility of humans are presented within the
body of work comprising my thesis. Feelings of despondency, hopelessness, confusion,
and the innate response of fight or flight within myself and, from observation of my
surroundings and fellow contemporaries, form the concept of Muted Resistance. Placid
fields of whites and toned grays position the figures of the paintings in an environment
that can be anyway at anytime. Drawing is combined with painting to intensify these
emotions and to create turmoil. The paintings’ intent is to make viewers think and feel
and acknowledge fears, stresses, and human responses. Psychologically intense, they
1

question what is inherent in the artist and the viewer. They display the anguish and depths
of existence and force the question: How do we respond to negativity and deal with the
tempestuous times?
Muted Resistance is a culmination of three years of investigation, research, work,
introspection, and experimentation. It is a series 37 years in the making. It signifies many
ends: the end of graduate studies, the end of acquaintances, and the end of certain
struggles. However, it marks the beginning of a new and exciting phase of life and, most
importantly, a reinvigorated approach to creating. The journey continues, and more
advanced, authentic artwork is to come. I will take all that I have learned and experienced
during my time at The University of Mississippi art department and apply it to future
endeavors within and outside of the art world.
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CHAPTER II
SUBJECT
Muted Resistance exhibits the inner turmoil and human response to suppressive
and adverse elements. These paintings are not direct representations of particular
individuals; human emotions and responses to internal and external stimuli are the
subjects within the works. The paintings address how individuals are exposed to outside
forces and internal struggles. Unlike other artists such as Alice Neel, who portrays inner
feelings through placid, unemotional gazes from her portraits, I display pathos and
volatility through my figures’ exaggerated poses and through the application of the
painting and drawing materials. Physical reactions to external stimuli and internal strife
exhibit themselves from paper to paper and canvas to canvas.
In traditional painting, many figurative artists concentrate on a representation of
the sitter or a physical likeness. Muted Resistance does not replicate physical traits that
identify individuals; however, the paintings address deeper, inner characteristics of
humanity. The individual disappears. Gender is unimportant. The gender undefined
allows the paintings to express common emotions and allows an unbiased, genderspecific interaction. They speak on how any living being can be susceptible to the
detrimental situations and how each respond similarly or differently. The specific
physical characteristics that are defined enable both sexes to identify with individual
works; however, without the entire physicality of the individuals revealed, the paintings
permit multiple interpretations and sympathies.
Francis Bacon’s work and interest in representing what lies inside and comprises
the basis of humanity influenced the paintings. Bacon’s paintings often deal with anxiety,
alienation, the macabre, and human misery. Biographers and authors have claimed that
some of his work, such as “Three Studies for Figures at the Base of a Crucifixion,”
painted in 1944, are reactions to the horrors of the Holocaust and of World War II.
3

Figures in various states of distress and pain arise in his work at this point. His paintings
are reactions to a world and environment that offered dangerous threats and fears. His
approach to art answers the question posed earlier in this thesis: How do we respond to
negativity and deal with the tempestuous times? Bacon responded through his artwork by
revealing his own personal horrors and commenting on his world. “The imagery itself
and the often unconventional means used to make it reveal an underlying theme: the
precariousness of the human condition” (Ruhrburg 331). Bacon’s interpretation of “the
human condition” was one of pain and suffering.
The paintings of Muted Resistance are responses to similar predicaments. War,
violence, crime, alienation, and uncertainty in the contemporary world spawned the work.
Psychological fears and susceptibilities to stress, distress, and pain were ingested and
internalized. The paintings that resulted capture the universal human condition of
fragility, surrender, and, also, determination to survive and succeed.
The subjects’ alienation comments on the increasing isolation of the
contemporary world. The figures within the paintings are in forced or self-imposed
solitude. They are meant to cope with their own situations, as most people are. Even as
the world becomes smaller, people become less personally interactive and invested.
Through technological advances and modern accessories, people opt out of human
contact. No longer are forays into the world necessary. Humans have decided to isolate
themselves physically, emotionally, and psychologically.
Muted Resistance depicts these figures within their own solitude. They suffer and
confront their own problems. They deal with the forces, both external and internal, that
necessitate a reaction.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS, MATERIALS, AND PROCESS
The paintings in Muted Resistance are executed on paper and canvas.
Paper was initially the best, most appropriate ground for this body of work. It allowed me
to quicken my pace by removing the constraints of traditional stretched canvas and
allowing me to have an immediate reaction and interaction with the paintings. The paper
pinned, stapled, and taped to the studio wall created a spontaneous response to the raw
emotions that are depicted within each painting individually and as a series.
The paper functions as a substitute for the human body and psyche. The fragile
nature of paper appropriately depicts the delicate physical and emotional state of the
individuals of each painting. It serves as a tangible manifestation of the soul and feelings
of the subjects, as well. Torn edges, pockmarks from tacks and staples, stressed passages
from repetitive applications and other external forces on the paper show the physical
process of creating these paintings. They reiterate the dire and stressful predicaments of
the subjects within the paintings.
The larger works of the series are on canvas. The gravity of the subjects’ situation
is heightened through the use of the large painting ground. Viewers become part of the
scene that unfolds in front of them. The figures’ emotional responses are more tangible
and understood.
Gesso is used as the primary painting material. White and various gray tinted
gessoes dry fast and expedite each painting and enable a rapid reaction to the emotion
that forms through the process. Traditional drawing materials that include graphite,
charcoal, conte, charcoal and graphite powder, and ink create marks that represent
external forces and internal reactions. In addition, the marks delineate certain physical
characteristics of the figures within the paintings. Very little color is used. In some of the
paintings, subdued color gives the figures a non-distinct location and undefined
5

individuality. It serves as an environment in which the subjects are trapped or
languishing. In other paintings, color is positioned and intentionally hued to reflect the
hierarchical focal points within each painting. It also functions as bursts of raw reactions
that are emanating from the suppressed figures.
Introducing drawing into the process opens more interpretations and expressive
modes than just paint alone. The use of drawing materials in combination with painting
creates tension within the paintings. Gestural, forceful marks struggle against paint in
passages within the paintings. In other parts, the lines work with the painted forms and
places on the paper and canvas.
Circular forms are present in many of the paintings. The circle symbol has many
meanings. In some religions it signifies eternity or reincarnation. In Chinese symbology,
the circle represents heaven. The shape represents protection to the ancient Celts. The
circles employed within these paintings incorporate similar functions.
The circles primarily operate as compositional elements. There are circular
applications of gesso, charcoal, paint, and graphite in the paintings of Muted Resistance.
They act as visual devices to create movement within the picture plane and to deter the
viewer’s eye from exiting the painting. They, the circles, also function as devices to
manifest focal points within individual works.
The circles act within the concept of the series and the drama of each work, as
well. The forms suffocate and imprison figures in Fight and Descent. The psychological,
external forces within each work manifest themselves through the round shapes that
envelop and, in places, obscure the anatomy of the forms within the paintings.
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CHAPTER IV
THE PAINTINGS
Muted Resistance shows various states of emotional response and gives voice and
form to the silent suffering. The individual figures are isolated in a desolate mindscape
and landscape. Some of the figures are reserved to the forces that are bearing down on
them. Others are actively fighting against their individual circumstances. Many of the
paintings form a dialogue between each other. Their muted screams speak to each other
and relate danger, fear, similar emotions, and warnings. Enough and The Return tell the
other paintings and the viewer that they have succumbed to the stimuli that have forced
them into submission and self-preservation. The figures in Tempest, Blackout, Warfare,
and Expulsion I and II show various states of anguish and resistance
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CHAPTER V
MUTED RESISTANCE
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THE OUTSET
Gesso, Charcoal, Graphite and Ink on Paper
2012
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[PLATE 1]
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BLACKOUT
Gesso, Charcoal, Graphite and Ink on Paper
2012
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[PLATE 2]
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ENOUGH
Gesso, Charcoal, Graphite, Acrylic and Ink on Paper
2012
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[PLATE 3]
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THE RETURN
Gesso, Charcoal, Graphite and Ink on Paper
2012
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[PLATE 4]
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EXPULSION I
Gesso, Charcoal, Graphite, Acrylic and Ink on Paper
2012
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[PLATE 5]
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EXPULSION II
Gesso, Charcoal, Graphite, Acrylic and Ink on Paper
2012
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[PLATE 6]
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WARFARE
Gesso, Charcoal, Graphite, Acrylic and Ink on Canvas
2013
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[PLATE 7]
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TEMPEST
Gesso, Charcoal, Graphite, Acrylic and Ink on Canvas
2013
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[PLATE 8]
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RELINQUISH
Gesso, Charcoal, Graphite, Acrylic and Ink on Canvas
2013
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[PLATE 9]
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THE DESCENT
Gesso, Charcoal, Graphite, Acrylic and Ink on Canvas
2013
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[PLATE 10]
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VORTEX
Gesso, Charcoal, Graphite, Acrylic and Ink on Canvas
2013
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[PLATE 11]
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THE ARTIST
Gesso, Charcoal, Graphite, Acrylic and Ink on Panel
2013
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[PLATE 12]
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